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Refresher Course in B.Sc.Physics ( Vol . II) - C L Arora 2010
REVISED AS PER UGC MODEL CURRICULUMN FOR B.Sc. (PASS/HONS.) OF ALL INDIAN UNIVERSITIES
Mechanics & Mathematical Methods ( Tamil Nadu) - R. Murugeshan 1999

matter physics, these three authors could hardly be better qualified to write this introduction to modern
physics. They have combined their award-winning teaching skills with their experience writing best-selling
textbooks to produce a readable and comprehensive account of the physics that has developed over the last
hundred years and led to today's ubiquitous technology. Assuming the knowledge of a typical freshman
course in classical physics, they lead the reader through relativity, quantum mechanics, and the most
important applications of both of these fascinating theories.For Adopting Professors, a detailed Instructors
Manual is also available.
A Student's Guide to Atomic Physics - Mark Fox 2018-06-14
This concise and accessible book provides a detailed introduction to the fundamental principles of atomic
physics at an undergraduate level. Concepts are explained in an intuitive way and the book assumes only a
basic knowledge of quantum mechanics and electromagnetism. With a compact format specifically designed
for students, the first part of the book covers the key principles of the subject, including the quantum
theory of the hydrogen atom, radiative transitions, the shell model of multi-electron atoms, spin-orbit
coupling, and the effects of external fields. The second part provides an introduction to the four key
applications of atomic physics: lasers, cold atoms, solid-state spectroscopy and astrophysics. This highly
pedagogical text includes worked examples and end of chapter problems to allow students to test their
knowledge, as well as numerous diagrams of key concepts, making it perfect for undergraduate students
looking for a succinct primer on the concepts and applications of atomic physics.
Elements of Properties of Matter - DS Mathur 2008
The book is a comprehensive work on Properties of Matter which introduces the students to the
fundamentals of the subject. It adopts a unique 'ab initio' approach to the presentation of matter- solids,
liquids and gasses- with extensive usage of Calculus throughout the book. For each topic, the focus is on
optimum blend of theory as well as practical application. Examples and extensive exercises solved with the
logarithms reinforce the concepts and stimulate the desire among users to test how far they have grasped
and imbibed the basic principles. It primarily caters to the undergraduate courses offered in Indian
universities.
Thermal Physics (for B.Sc., Major Students Of Madras University) - R. Murugeshan 2004

Allied Physics Paper I & II - R Murugesan 2005
Paper-I | Waves & Osciiiations | Properties Of Matters | Thermal Physics | Electricity And Magnetism |
Geometrical Optics | Paper-Ii | Physical Optics | Atomic Physics | Nuclear Physics | Elements Of Relativity
And Uantum Mechanics | Electronics Practical Physics | Young'S Modulus By Non-Uniform Bending |
Young'S Modulus (E) Non-Uniform Bending | Rigidity Modulus (Static Torsion Method)|Rigidity Modulus By
Tosicenal Oscillations | Surface Tension And Interfacial Surface Tension Drop Weight Method | Comparision
Of Viscosities Of Two Liquids—Burette Method | Specific Heat Capacity Of A Liquid | Sonometer—
Frequency Of A.C. Mains | Determination Of Radius Of Curvature | Air Wedge — Thickness Of A Wire |
Spectrometer-Diffraction On Gravity- Wevelength Of Hg Lines | Potentiometer-Voltmeter Calibration | Post
Office Box-Measure Of Resistance And Specific Resistance | Ballistic Galvanometer Figure Of Merit | Logic
Gates And, Or, Not | Zener Diode Characteristics | Nand Gate As A Universal Gate
Mechanics - DS Mathur 2000-10
The book presents a comprehensive study of important topics in Mechanics of pure and applied sciences. It
provides knowledge of scalar and vector in optimum depth to make the students understand the concepts of
Mechanics in simple, coherent and lucid manner and grasp its principles & theory. It caters to the
requirements of students of B.Sc. Pass and Honours courses. Students of engineering disciplines and the
ones aspiring for competitive exams such as AIME and others, will also find it useful for their preparations.
S.Chand Engineering Physics - M.N.Avadhanulu 2007
The book is designed to serve as a textbook for an introductory course in physics for the first year B.E.
Students of Anna University,Chennai and RTM Nagpur University,Nagpur.The book is written with the
distinctive objectives of providing the students a single source of material as per the syllabi and solid
foundaton in physics.Engineering may be broadly called applied physics,which developed itself through
application of principles of basic physics.The fundamental discoveries in physics are harnessed by
engineering;and in turn,engineering paved way to more discoveries in physics.
Heat and Thermodynamics - Brijlal 2001-01-01

A Textbook of Engineering Physics - M N Avadhanulu 1992
A Txtbook of Engineering Physics is written with two distinct objectives:to provied a single source of
information for engineering undergraduates of different specializations and provied them a solid base in
physics.Successivs editions of the book incorporated topic as required by students pursuing their studies in
various universities.In this new edition the contents are fine-tuned,modeinized and updated at various
stages.
Modern Engneering Physics - A S Vasudeva 2012-07
The book in its present form is due to my interaction with the students for quite a long time.It had been my
long-cherished desire to write a book covering most of the topics that form the syllabii of the Engineering
and Science students at the degree level.Many students,although able to understand the various topics of

Indian Books in Print - 2003
Modern Physics - Kiruthiga Sivaprasath 2008
The present Multicolor edition has been throughly revised and update taking into account the recent syllabi
of various Indian Universities.Multicolor pictures have been added to enhance the content value and to give
the students an idea of what he will be dealing in reality,and to bridge the gap between theory and practice.
Modern Physics for Scientists and Engineers - John R. Taylor 2014-12-15
With more than 100 years of combined teaching experience and PhDs in particle, nuclear, and condensedmodern-physics-by-r-murugesan-s-chand
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the books,may not be able to put their knowledge to use.For this purpose a number of questions and
problems are given at the end of each chapter.
Properties Of Matter And Acoustic - Kiruthiga Sivaprasath 2012
This book is written to meet the requirements of first semester B.Sc. Physics Major Students of Madras
University, Chennai, Tamil Nadu. The subject matter in this book has been astutely developed keeping in
view the actual difficulties faced by the students who hail mostly from rural areas of Tamil Nadu.
Modern Physics - R Murugeshan & Kiruthiga Sivaprasath 2016
The eighteenth edition of this well-known textbook continues to provide a thorough understanding of the
principles of modern physics. It offers a detailed presentation of important topics such as atomic physics,
quantum mechanics, nuclear physics, solid state physics and electronics. The concepts are exhaustively
presented with numerous examples and diagrams which would help the students in analysing and retaining
the concepts in an effective manner. This textbook is a useful resource for undergraduate students and will
also serve as a reference text for PG students.
S. Chand’s Principles Of Physics For XI - V. K Mehta & Rohit Mehta
The Present book S.Chand's Principle of Physics is written primarily for the students preparing for CBSE
Examination as per new Syllabus. Simple langauge and systematic development of the subject matter.
Emphasis on concepts and clear mathematical derivations
Electricity and Magnetism - Edward M. Purcell 2013-01-21
For 50 years, Edward M. Purcell's classic textbook has introduced students to the world of electricity and
magnetism. The third edition has been brought up to date and is now in SI units. It features hundreds of
new examples, problems, and figures, and contains discussions of real-life applications. The textbook covers
all the standard introductory topics, such as electrostatics, magnetism, circuits, electromagnetic waves, and
electric and magnetic fields in matter. Taking a nontraditional approach, magnetism is derived as a
relativistic effect. Mathematical concepts are introduced in parallel with the physics topics at hand, making
the motivations clear. Macroscopic phenomena are derived rigorously from the underlying microscopic
physics. With worked examples, hundreds of illustrations, and nearly 600 end-of-chapter problems and
exercises, this textbook is ideal for electricity and magnetism courses. Solutions to the exercises are
available for instructors at www.cambridge.org/Purcell-Morin.
Elementary Modern Physics - Paul A. Tipler 1992-03-15
New Volume 2C edition of the classic text, now more than ever tailored to meet the needs of the struggling
student.
B.Sc. Practical Physics - CL Arora 2001
B.Sc. Practical Physics
FUNDAMENTALS OF PHYSICS, 6TH ED - Halliday 2006-06
About The Book: No other book on the market today can match the success of Halliday, Resnick and
Walker's Fundamentals of Physics! In a breezy, easy-to-understand style the book offers a solid
understanding of fundamental physics concepts, and helps readers apply this conceptual understanding to
quantitative problem solving. The extended edition provides coverage of developments in Physics in the last
100 years, including: Einstein and Relativity, Bohr and others and Quantum Theory, and the more recent
theoretical developments like String Theory. This book offers a unique combination of authoritative content
and stimulating applications.
Allied Mathematics - K Thilagavathi 2012
Algebra | Partial Fractions | The Binomial Theorem | Exponential Theorem | The Logarithmic Series Theory
Of Equations | Theory Of Equations | Reciprocal Equations | Newton-Rahson Method Matrices |
Fundamental Concepts | Rank Of A Matrix | Linear Equations | Characteristic Roots And Vectors Finite
Differences | Finite Differences | Interpolations: Newton'S Forward, Backward Interpolation | Lagrange'S
Interpolation Trigonometry | Expansions | Hyperbolic Functions Differential Calculus | Successive
Derivatives | Jacobians | Polar Curves Etc..
A Textbook of Optics - N Subrahmanyam et. al 2004
This textbook has been designed to provide necessary foundation in optics which would not only acquaint
the student with the subject but would also prepare for an intensive study of advanced topics in optics at a
modern-physics-by-r-murugesan-s-chand

later stage. With an emphasis on concepts, mathematical derivations have been kept at the minimum. This
textbook has been primarily written for undergraduate students of B.Sc. Physics and would also be a useful
resource for aspirants appearing for competitive examinations.
Optics and Spectroscopy - R Murugeshan | Kiruthiga Sivaprasath 2003
This book has been written for the students of B.Sc., Physics of various Indian Universities. The book covers
the syllabi, prescribed by Madras, Bharathiyar, Bharathidhasan, Madurai Kamaraj and Manonmaniam
Sundaranar Universities. SI System of Units has been used throughout the text. Proper care has been taken
in dealing with the subject with modern outlook. A large number of questions and problems have been
given at the end of each Chapter. Students should attempt to tackle them properly for better insight and
understanding of the subject.
Modern Physics - Jeremy Bernstein 2000
This comprehensive book provides the most complete coverage of general relativity and cosmology—with
detailed discussions on the historical origins of topics. Its presentation is consistently linked to observation,
and to the physical numbers as well, so that readers develop a sense of the magnitudes involved in the
material being covered. Chapter topics include waves as particles and particles as waves; atoms and the
Bohr Model; The Schrödinger Equation; barriers and wells; statistical physics; conductors, insulators, and
superconductors; and elementary particle physics. A reference for today's scientists.
Heat Thermodynamics and Statistical Physics - Brij Lal | N Subrahmanyam | PS Hemne 2008
This textbook familiarizes the students with the general laws of thermodynamics, kinetic theory &
statistical physics, and their applications to physics. Conceptually strong, it is flourished with numerous
figures and examples to facilitate understanding of concepts. Written primarily for B.Sc. Physics students,
this textbook would also be a useful reference for students of engineering.
Properties of Matter - Murugeshan R. 2017
This book has been written for the students of B.Sc Physics of Various Indian Universities.
Nuclear Physics - S. B. Patel 1991
Dr. S. B. Patel Is Professor Of Physics, Bombay University. He Has Taught Physics For More Than Twenty
Years At The B. Sc. And M.Sc Levels At Ramnarain Ruia College, Bombay. He Earned His Ph. D In Nuclear
Physics From Tifr-Bombay University In 1976. Later He Was Involved In Post-Doctoral Research At The
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, California. His Field Of Specialization Is Nuclear Spectroscopy.
Atomic and Nuclear Physics - N. Subrahmanyam | Brij Lal | Jivan Seshan 2008
The present edition of the book is revised as per the UGC syllabus.Questions and problems at the end of
each chapter have been up-dated.Many new solved examples are included in this edition.Certain topic have
been added so that students from some universities where the syllabus has been modified and upgraded
may benefit.Besides being a text book we hope that this benifit students appearing at the IAS,AMIE and
other Competitive Examinations.
Electricity and Magnetism - R Murugeshan 2017
This tenth, extensively revised edition of Electricity and Magnetism continues to provide students a detailed
presentation of the fundamental principles, synthesis and physical interpretation of electric & magnetic
fields. It follows full vector treatment in discussing topics such as electrostatics, magnetostatics, DC
circuits, AC circuits, electrodynamics and electromagnetic waves. While retaining its modern outlook to the
subject, this new edition has been revised as per the latest syllabi of various universities. Students pursuing
BSc Physics course would find this textbook extremely useful.
Physics for Degree Students for B.Sc. 3rd Year - Arora C.L. & Hemne P.S. 2014
Section I Relativity Section Ii Quantum Mechanics Section Iii Atomic Physics Section Iv Molecular Physics
Section V Nuclear Physics Section Vi Solid State Physics Section Vii Solid State Devices Section Viii
Electronics Index
MODERN PHYSICS FOR SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS - R. R. YADAV 2013-09-30
Modern Physics for Scientists and Engineers provides thorough understanding of concepts and principles of
Modern Physics with their applications. The various concepts of Modern Physics are arranged logically and
explained in simple reader friendly language. For proper understanding of the subject, a large number of
problems with their step-by-step solutions are provided for every concept. University problems have been
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included in all chapters. A set of theoretical, numerical and multiple choice questions at the end of each
chapter will help readers to understand the subject. This textbook covers broad variety of topics of interest
in Modern Physics: The Special Theory of Relativity, Quantum Mechanics (Dual Nature of Particle as well
as Schrödinger’s Equations with Applications), Atomic Physics, Molecular Physics, Nuclear Physics, Solid
State Physics, Superconductivity, X-Rays, Lasers, Optical Fibres, and Motion of Charged Particle in
Electromagnetic Fields. The book is designed as a textbook for the undergraduate students of science and
engineering.
Atomic Physics - SN Ghoshal 2007
the book has been revised to include the postgraduate physics sylabi of indian Universities in addition to
the undergraduate honours syllabi covered in the previous edition.Apart from the new addition made in the
existing chapters have been added in this edition to deal with the quantum mechanical theories of atomic
and molecular structure.
Physics for Degree Students B.Sc.First Year - C L Arora 2010
For B.Sc I yr students as per the new syllabus of UGC curriculum for all Indian Universities. The present
book has two sections. Section I covers 1 which includes chapters on Mechanics, oscillations and Properties
of Matter. Section II covers course 2 which includes chapters on Electricity, Magnetism and
Electromagnetic theory.
Modern physics - R. Murugeshan 1997

Ever since their invention in 1960, lasers have assumed tremendous importance in the fields of science,
engineering and technology because of their use both in basic research and in various technological
applications. Lasers: Theory and Applications 2nd Edition will provide a coherent presentation of the basic
physics behind the working of the laser along with some of their most important applications. Numerical
examples are scattered throughout the book for helping the student gain a better appreciation of the
concepts and problems at the end of each chapter and provides the student a better understanding of the
basics and help in applying the concepts to practical situations. This book serves as a text in a course on
lasers and their applications for students majoring in various disciplines such as Physics, Chemistry and
Electrical Engineering.
Electricity and Magnetism - KK Tewari 1995-03
This book entitled Electricity & Magnetism covers the syllabi of B.Sc.(Pass & Honours)and Engineering
students of various Universities in India,and is written purely in S.I. Units(rationalised MKS system of
units)with a complete vector treatment.The mathematical description of the book is based on the methods
of vector analysis.Vector analysis provides an efficient short-hand for writing physics and the same time
makes it possible to visualise the physical meaning of concepts and laws distinctly and exactly.hance,the
vector treatment becomes necessary.
A Textbook Of Sound - N Subrahmanyam 1999-09-01
This book sets out to elaborate on the principles of sound in a most scholarly and comprehensive manner.
Harmonic oscillators, linearity and superposition principle, oscillations with one degree of freedom,
resonance and sharpness of resonance, quality factor, Doppler effect in sound and light, tape recording,
cathode-ray oscillograph, medical applications of ultrasonics, acoustic intensity and acoustic measurements
are some of the important topics which have been given special attention. Although the book is for BSc
students, some of the elementary discussions are included to initiate an advanced treatment of the subject.
Modern Physics, 18th Edition - Murugeshan R. & Sivaprasath Kiruthiga
The eighteenth edition of this well-known textbook continues to provide a thorough understanding of the
principles of modern physics. It offers a detailed presentation of important topics such as atomic physics,
quantum mechanics, nuclear physics, solid state physics and electronics. The concepts are exhaustively
presented with numerous examples and diagrams which would help the students in analysing and retaining
the concepts in an effective manner. This textbook is a useful resource for undergraduate students and will
also serve as a reference text for postgraduate students.

Nuclear Physics - K. Ilangovan 2019-06-10
This book “Nuclear Physics” has been written for Physics major students of all Indian universities.The
subject matter has been thoroughly revised in accordance with the recent UGC syllabus meant for all
Indian universities. In preparing the text, special care has been taken to present the topics in acoherent,
simple and straightforward manner. SI units have been used throughout this book.Numerical problems are
solved in each chapter wherever necessary for the better understanding of the subject. Exercises including
problems have been given at the end of each chapter. Special care has been taken to explain the chapters
on theory of relativity and quantum mechanics with illustrations, suitable examples and problems so that
the students can understand relativity and quantum mechanics without difficulty.
Lasers - K. Thyagarajan 2010-09-27
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